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Woman Caught Having Sex with Sasquatch in
Tech Trails
by Corey Tindall ~ Daily Bull

In a press release early Monday morning, Michigan Tech Facilities have reported that a Sasquatch was spotted early Sunday
morning on the Tech Trails. However, the most shocking fact
about this, is that not only was one spotted, it was seen having
sexual relations with a third year female Tech student!
The witness, who did not want to be named, described it as
if “the woman was being violently shaken back and forth by a
shag rug that grunted a lot. Surprisingly though, it appeared as
if she was enjoying it! She kept screaming his name and telling
him not to stop!”
We contacted the woman in question and she allowed her to
ask her a few questions.
Daily Bull: Hello. Your name is Laura, correct?
Laura: Yes it is! Do you think it’s pretty?!
DB: It’s certainly a pretty name. Let’s get down to business. I
think everyone wants to know what made you decide to do
the nasty with the Michigan Tech Sasquatch?
see ??? on back
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Ginger Survival Guide
by Zach Evans ~ Meal Ticket

The sun has set and you are walking home after a long day of beer and Tetris, when out of the
corner of your eye you spot them. Staring soullessly into your heart with unnatural rusty hair,
an absurd lack of skin pigment, and freckles...freckles everywhere! Oh great Spaghetti Monster,
save me!
This menace plaguing our poor university is known to xenobiologists as Ignis Interfeminium (or
“fire crotch” in the common tongue). Often referred to as a “ginger”, the cold weather and
hermitage of inhabitants has led to a mass migration of these creatures to the formerly safe
grounds of Michigan Tech.
“The community’s disregard of this disturbing trend puts thousands of innocent souls at risk,”
stated Dr. Thankgodimnotaginger, from the Center for Alienation and Treachery (CAT). “We have
devised a few safety measures so students and staff can protect themselves from the plague. If
one fails to recognize the warnings of ginger attack, you are gonna have a bad time.”
Always Carry a Flashlight. Gingers are naturally
afraid of anything resembling the sun due to their
skin’s inability to absorb UV radiation without bursting into flames. The light will trigger their instincts to
search for aloe gel, providing a temporary distraction. Be advised that waving the flashlight back and
forth while screeching like a chimpanzee can increase the effectiveness of this maneuver, although
you might piss of the local sea bears.
Don’t Look into its Eyes. In popular mythology
people have said eyes are the portal to the soul.
Behind a ginger’s eyes are pools of nothingness.
see !!! on back
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You will burn and you will burn out and you will be healed and come
back again -- Fyodor Dostoyevsky
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Laura: I just wanted to try something new! My current boyfriend left me for like 3 whole hours and I got depressed so I
went up to the trails to visit Hairy Potter! That’s what I call him
cuz he’s so hairy! Isn’t that so cute?!
DB: No, but it is surprisingly clever for how dim witted you
are.
Laura: Stop teasing me, silly! *Playful slap*
DB: Please don’t hit me. So let me get this straight, you named
him? Does that mean that you have been seeing him for a
while?
Laura: I’ve been seeing him since spring of my 2nd year, actually! But shhhh, don’t tell my boyfriend.
DB: …So you’re telling me you’ve not only known about the
existence of bigfoot, but also have been “friends with benefits” for over a year now?!
Laura: Yeah! I met him when I was lost last spring. I was just
trying to get back from an awesome party that I was at and I
accidentally wandered into the woods. It was so scary! Then
I saw Hairy Potter! I actually thought it was a grizzly bear and
I thought to myself “ooh a bear! I can curl up with him! ” cuz
bears are friendly right? Anyway, we slept together and he
showed me how to get out of the woods in the morning.
Then, I started going back to him when my boyfriend would
leave me alone for an hour or so I would go back up there
and find him and we would just hang out. He is just such a
good listener, ya know? Eventually it just kinda started happening. The making out and the sex and stuff. I immediately knew
that I loved him. He is just such an animal in the sack. All of the
hair in my mouth. Good god, it’s sexy!
DB: Sounds like it… So what are you going to do now that
people know what you are doing?
Laura: I’m gonna keep seeing Hairy. Our love is forever and I
know he loves me with all his heart! I know it!

The few who have survived the encounter say it is comparable to staring at a Dementor. This is no random comparison
because gingers also eat souls through prolonged eye contact. In the case of ginger lord Chuck Norris, the only ginger
to have a soul, eye contact is not necessary. Your soul will
simply leave because it’s afraid to stay in your body.

We will continue to keep you all updated as the story progresses.
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Sunscreen. Although souls are the primary element of a
ginger diet, sunscreen is a secondary food source that must
be consumed in order to hunt during the day. For non-gingers, properly used sunscreen can be used for distraction or
more commonly as bait in ginger traps. The dangerous art of
hunting gingers has grown in popularity due to the lucrative
business of selling ginger feet on the black market as good
luck charms.
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Avoid Body Contact. Although little is known about the origins of the ginger population, the
deadly disease known as gingervitis is just a real a threat as gingers themselves. Body contact
of any kind is enough to transfer it, and unfortunately no cure is available. In most cases, the
infected are simply doomed to a life of ginger children but in rare cases mutation might occur.
Symptoms of mutation include intolerance to heat, bleached hair, and the
desire to dine with a jazz musician (the
most “soulful” of people).
Salt. Form a circle a salt to protect
from zombies, witches, old boyfriends,
and gingers. Originally discovered on
the mythical salt labels found within
nineties Disney movies, leading experts
have found that any info found on TV is
in fact true.
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